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WHY CHOOSE FP&A WITH CORTELL?

Weprovide the most comprehensive, customisable

financial planning and analytics solution to your

business, giving you dynamic functionality, agility,

and automation that promotes efficiency and

productivity in your finance teams.

We’re a specialist consultancy with IBM Gold-

Level Partner status who implements FP&A in

your business improve your business reporting,

planning, and forecasting.

P L A N N I N G  &
B U D G E T I N G
Capitalise on efficient and practical planning and

budgeting.

Achieving strategic excellence demands proper

planning, allocation of resources, support from the

employees, and continuous monitoring of progress

towards short-term and long-term goals.

We enable your business to implement a financial

model for driver-based planning, budgeting,

performance reporting and scenario analysis.

We simplify and automate your planning process 

 with IBM's suite of tools like IBM Planning

Analytics powered by TM1®

Plan for everything, be ready for

anything

Shorten your planning cycles

Accelerate your FP&A by automating data

collection, aggregation and validation.

Reallocate time spent on manual tasks.

Know your business drivers

Align operations with financial plans to

understand what's truly driving your

business and steer business performance.

Visualise data

Easily create compelling visualisations to

spot trends and measure performance. Drill

down within visualizations for even deeper

analysis.

React in real time

Perform fast, flexible analysis or test an

unlimited number of scenarios to compare

outcomes & see the financial impact of

alternative courses of action.
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Intelligent, AI assisted forecasts dictate changes to

your plans and budgets for upcoming quarters and

years. With the right tools, you can stay ahead of

the requirements and ensure you have a real-time,

accurate representation of your organisation’s

financials to keep your organisation's resource

allocation in line with your evolving business 

Ensure a seamless transition between each step of

the Business Intelligence process, and allow your

teams to keep up with the business requirements

more easily.

Built on TM1, IBM’s powerful calculation engine,

our enterprise performance management tool

allows you to transcend the limits of manual

planning and become the Analytics Hero your

business needs. 

Quickly and easily drive faster, more accurate

plans for FP&A, sales, supply chain and beyond.

One planning solution for all your

finance needs

Optimise your team's time and energy

Allow all members to focus on arriving at

the most accurate forecast, without the

distraction of excess administrative tasks,

 

Implement a rolling forecast simply

Your specialised planning and forecasting

solutions allow simple creation and

comparison of specific scenarios in real-

time. 

Use better planning and budgeting

models 

However large and complex your model,

the right tools will consolidate your financial

information, and allow all calculations to be

updated by authorised users from the top

down, or from the bottom up, in real-time.
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Aligning your business units to ensure that they

are working together to achieve core business

goals is made efficient by the right operational

reporting and analysis tools.

As you know, sustainable success takes proper

planning, resources, support from the employees,

and continuous monitoring. 

Our consultants will ensure that you can analyse,

report, and align your team with your business

strategy.

Partnering with Cortell means conquering business

challenges today and planning for tomorrow with a

suite of solutions designed to support the entire

analytics journey.

IBM named a Leader in Gartner Magic

Quadrant for Cloud FP&A Solutions

Our consultants use a set of performance

management and analytic processes that mirror

your operating model to help identify key drivers

to improve your operational performance.
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Financial close, consolidation and statutory

reporting.

Stakeholder reporting

Integrated Reporting

Narrative Reporting

It is essential to highlight progress against

changing business objectives, strategy and key

drivers identified in the performance management

cycle.

Cortell offers you consultation on the streamlining

and integration of all financial reporting, including:

Management reports need to answer the

questions of what operational factors are driving

the business’s performance, and how it can be

improved.

Cortell implements the best-in-class IBM

Planning Analytics, powered by IBM

TM1®, to streamline planning, budgeting,

forecasting & analysis processes for

organizations of all sizes.

Break down silos, unify data, and synchronize

planning across the organization to reveal the

full picture of your data to drive integrated plans.
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“IBM Planning Analytics is an integrated planning

solution that uses AI to automate planning,

budgeting, and forecasting and drive more

intelligent workflows.

Built on TM1, IBM’s powerful calculation engine,

this enterprise performance management tool

allows you to transcend the limits of manual

planning and become the Analytics Hero your

business needs. Quickly and easily drive faster,

more accurate plans for FP&A, sales, supply

chain and beyond.

Key features: 

Built-in data analysis capabilities

Uncover deep insights using robust analysis and

reporting tools via dashboarding, Microsoft Excel,

and IBM Cognos Analytics

Microsoft Excel interface

Don't abandon spreadsheets – evolve them.

Reduce the learning curve, increase the impact.

What-if scenario testing

See the impact of your decisions before making

them by exploring unlimited what-if scenarios.

IBM Planning Analytics for enterprise

Enterprise-scale performance

management available on premises and

on the cloud, with additional options and

unlimited scalability.

AI-infused planning - Automated model

creation, natural language processing, and

cognitive help make it even quicker and

easier to create an accurate plan.

Superior scale for growing businesses -

Acquire insights quickly and adjust plans in

real time, even if the face of growing data

complexity – without changing existing

business processes.

A functionality boost for spreadsheets -

Protect your investment in Microsoft Excel

while transcending the limitations of

spreadsheets. Use a familiar interface with

more robust features.

Collaboration across the organization

One-stop shop suite of solutions designed to

support the entire analytics journey.

Flexible deployment - on-premises or on

cloud (or both) and access the same data and

from anywhere at any time.
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JOHANNESBURG OFFICE

email:

info@cortell.co.za

Office Number:

011 804 2208

Office Address:

Thornhill Office Park,

1st Floor, Building 4

84 Bekker Road

Vorna Valley

Midrand

South Africa
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VISIT US: 
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